
Add the word rhyme to these sentences.

 
Bee and tree                       .  

Can you think of a word to  
                     with friend? 

Not all poems have to                       . 

My little sister likes to                        . 

Trace the word rhyme. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word rhyme. 

 
 
 

Write the word rhyme in as many different 
tenses as you can. 

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word rhyme.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word rhyme. 
 

 ryhme                  rime                      rymhe

Write the syllable of the word rhyme 
inside the hand.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word rhyme?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: rhyme 1

Complete the word rhyme.

 rhyme      r       e          y               me   r           

Which word classes does the 
word rhyme belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

uh

re

m

y
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Add the word rhythm to these sentences.

  The vet listened to the                      of my 
dog's breathing. 

 
The                      of the music thumped 

relentlessly. 

My dad has no                    . 

The poem has a strong                      . 

Trace the word rhythm. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word rhythm. 

 
 
 

Can you explain the importance of the 
letter ‘y’ in the word rhythm?

 
 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word rhythm.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word rhythm.

   rythum              ryhthm    ryhthum

Write the syllables of the word 
rhythm inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word rhythm?

Complete the word rhythm.

rhythm    rh        m   r       t        rhy                 thm

Which word class does the 
word rhythm belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

rmh

h yu

t
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Add the word sacrifice to these sentences. 
 
 

Would you                      everything?

 
Nobody appreciated her                     .

 
They killed a goat as a                    to 

their god. 

He was willing to                         everything.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word sacrifice. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
sacrifice inside the hands.

Which letter from the word sacrifice 
is missing below?

Which word classes does the 
word sacrifice belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

r sce

i fa i

Trace the word sacrifice. 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word sacrifice?

 
 
 

Write your own exclamation containing the word sacrifice. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word sacrifice. 
 

  sacrifise               sacrefice                sacrafice

Complete the word sacrifice.

 sacrifice  sacri        s        i      e         fice sa         ice 
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Add the word secretary to these sentences. 
 
 

My dad is the                    of the local 
football club.   

 
I left a message with the                  .

 
Who is the                    of this school?

 
The                    welcomed me to the office.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word secretary. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
secretary inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word secretary?

Which word class does the 
word secretary belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

Trace the word secretary. 
 

Write your own question containing the word secretary. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word secretary. 
 

  secratary               secretery                seckratary

Complete the word secretary.

 secretary            tary s        e      y secre        sec         ry 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word secretary?

 
 
 

ry

tc

i

r

s

a

e

e
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Add the word shoulder to these sentences. 
 

I dislocated my  
                     doing gymnastics. 

Dee's bag slipped off her                    . 
 

I reached out and tapped his                     . 
 

How did you hurt your                     ?

Trace the word shoulder. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word shoulder. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word shoulder belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word shoulder.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word shoulder.

 sholder           sholedar         shoalder

Write the syllables of the word 
shoulder inside the hands.

Which letter from the word shoulder 
is missing below?

Complete the word shoulder.

  shoulder

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

 shou                 l                 der sh          er

uoh

sl

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word shoulder?

 
 
 
 

u
d

r

e


